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Abstract
This memo presents a performance study of the Explicit Congestion
Notification (ECN) mechanism in the TCP/IP protocol using our
implementation on the Linux Operating System. ECN is an end-to-end
congestion avoidance mechanism proposed by [6] and incorporated into
RFC 2481[7]. We study the behavior of ECN for both bulk and
transactional transfers. Our experiments show that there is
improvement in throughput over NON ECN (TCP employing any of Reno,
SACK/FACK or NewReno congestion control) in the case of bulk
transfers and substantial improvement for transactional transfers.
A more complete pdf version of this document is available at:
http://www7.nortel.com:8080/CTL/ecnperf.pdf
This memo in its current revision is missing a lot of the visual
representations and experimental results found in the pdf version.
1. Introduction
In current IP networks, congestion management is left to the
protocols running on top of IP. An IP router when congested simply
drops packets. TCP is the dominant transport protocol today [26].
TCP infers that there is congestion in the network by detecting
packet drops (RFC 2581). Congestion control algorithms [11] [15] [21]
are then invoked to alleviate congestion. TCP initially sends at a
higher rate (slow start) until it detects a packet loss. A packet
loss is inferred by the receipt of 3 duplicate ACKs or detected by a
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timeout. The sending TCP then moves into a congestion avoidance state
where it carefully probes the network by sending at a slower rate
(which goes up until another packet loss is detected). Traditionally
a router reacts to congestion by dropping a packet in the absence of
buffer space. This is referred to as Tail Drop. This method has a
number of drawbacks (outlined in Section 2). These drawbacks coupled
with the limitations of end-to-end congestion control have led to
interest in introducing smarter congestion control mechanisms in
routers. One such mechanism is Random Early Detection (RED) [9]
which detects incipient congestion and implicitly signals the
oversubscribing flow to slow down by dropping its packets. A REDenabled router detects congestion before the buffer overflows, based
on a running average queue size, and drops packets probabilistically
before the queue actually fills up. The probability of dropping a new
arriving packet increases as the average queue size increases above a
low water mark minth, towards higher water mark maxth. When the
average queue size exceeds maxth all arriving packets are dropped.
An extension to RED is to mark the IP header instead of dropping
packets (when the average queue size is between minth and maxth;
above maxth arriving packets are dropped as before). Cooperating end
systems would then use this as a signal that the network is congested
and slow down. This is known as Explicit Congestion Notification
(ECN). In this paper we study an ECN implementation on Linux for
both the router and the end systems in a live network. The memo is
organized as follows. In Section 2 we give an overview of queue
management in routers. Section 3 gives an overview of ECN and the
changes required at the router and the end hosts to support ECN.
Section 4 defines the experimental testbed and the terminologies used
throughout this memo. Section 5 introduces the experiments that are
carried out, outlines the results and presents an analysis of the
results obtained. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Queue Management in routers
TCP’s congestion control and avoidance algorithms are necessary and
powerful but are not enough to provide good service in all
circumstances since they treat the network as a black box. Some sort
of control is required from the routers to complement the end system
congestion control mechanisms. More detailed analysis is contained in
[19]. Queue management algorithms traditionally manage the length of
packet queues in the router by dropping packets only when the buffer
overflows. A maximum length for each queue is configured. The router
will accept packets till this maximum size is exceeded, at which
point it will drop incoming packets. New packets are accepted when
buffer space allows. This technique is known as Tail Drop. This
method has served the Internet well for years, but has the several
drawbacks. Since all arriving packets (from all flows) are dropped
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when the buffer overflows, this interacts badly with the congestion
control mechanism of TCP. A cycle is formed with a burst of drops
after the maximum queue size is exceeded, followed by a period of
underutilization at the router as end systems back off. End systems
then increase their windows simultaneously up to a point where a
burst of drops happens again. This phenomenon is called Global
Synchronization. It leads to poor link utilization and lower overall
throughput [19] Another problem with Tail Drop is that a single
connection or a few flows could monopolize the queue space, in some
circumstances. This results in a lock out phenomenon leading to
synchronization or other timing effects [19]. Lastly, one of the
major drawbacks of Tail Drop is that queues remain full for long
periods of time. One of the major goals of queue management is to
reduce the steady state queue size[19]. Other queue management
techniques include random drop on full and drop front on full [13].
2.1. Active Queue Management
Active queue management mechanisms detect congestion before the queue
overflows and provide an indication of this congestion to the end
nodes [7]. With this approach TCP does not have to rely only on
buffer overflow as the indication of congestion since notification
happens before serious congestion occurs. One such active management
technique is RED.
2.1.1. Random Early Detection
Random Early Detection (RED) [9] is a congestion avoidance mechanism
implemented in routers which works on the basis of active queue
management. RED addresses the shortcomings of Tail Drop. A RED
router signals incipient congestion to TCP by dropping packets
probabilistically before the queue runs out of buffer space. This
drop probability is dependent on a running average queue size to
avoid any bias against bursty traffic. A RED router randomly drops
arriving packets, with the result that the probability of dropping a
packet belonging to a particular flow is approximately proportional
to the flow’s share of bandwidth. Thus, if the sender is using
relatively more bandwidth it gets penalized by having more of its
packets dropped. RED operates by maintaining two levels of
thresholds minimum (minth) and maximum (maxth). It drops a packet
probabilistically if and only if the average queue size lies between
the minth and maxth thresholds. If the average queue size is above
the maximum threshold, the arriving packet is always dropped. When
the average queue size is between the minimum and the maximum
threshold, each arriving packet is dropped with probability pa, where
pa is a function of the average queue size. As the average queue
length varies between minth and maxth, pa increases linearly towards
a configured maximum drop probability, maxp. Beyond maxth, the drop
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probability is 100%. Dropping packets in this way ensures that when
some subset of the source TCP packets get dropped and they invoke
congestion avoidance algorithms that will ease the congestion at the
gateway. Since the dropping is distributed across flows, the problem
of global synchronization is avoided.
3. Explicit Congestion Notification
Explicit Congestion Notification is an extension proposed to RED
which marks a packet instead of dropping it when the average queue
size is between minth and maxth [7]. Since ECN marks packets before
congestion actually occurs, this is useful for protocols like TCP
that are sensitive to even a single packet loss. Upon receipt of a
congestion marked packet, the TCP receiver informs the sender (in the
subsequent ACK) about incipient congestion which will in turn trigger
the congestion avoidance algorithm at the sender. ECN requires
support from both the router as well as the end hosts, i.e. the end
hosts TCP stack needs to be modified. Packets from flows that are not
ECN capable will continue to be dropped by RED (as was the case
before ECN).
3.1. Changes at the router
Router side support for ECN can be added by modifying current RED
implementations. For packets from ECN capable hosts, the router marks
the packets rather than dropping them (if the average queue size is
between minth and maxth). It is necessary that the router identifies
that a packet is ECN capable, and should only mark packets that are
from ECN capable hosts. This uses two bits in the IP header. The ECN
Capable Transport (ECT) bit is set by the sender end system if both
the end systems are ECN capable (for a unicast transport, only if
both end systems are ECN-capable). In TCP this is confirmed in the
pre-negotiation during the connection setup phase (explained in
Section 3.2). Packets encountering congestion are marked by the
router using the Congestion Experienced (CE) (if the average queue
size is between minth and maxth) on their way to the receiver end
system (from the sender end system), with a probability proportional
to the average queue size following the procedure used in RED
(RFC2309) routers. Bits 10 and 11 in the IPV6 header are proposed
respectively for the ECT and CE bits. Bits 6 and 7 of the IPV4 header
DSCP field are also specified for experimental purposes for the ECT
and CE bits respectively.
3.2. Changes at the TCP Host side
The proposal to add ECN to TCP specifies two new flags in the
reserved field of the TCP header. Bit 9 in the reserved field of the
TCP header is designated as the ECN-Echo (ECE) flag and Bit 8 is
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designated as the Congestion Window Reduced (CWR) flag. These two
bits are used both for the initializing phase in which the sender and
the receiver negotiate the capability and the desire to use ECN, as
well as for the subsequent actions to be taken in case there is
congestion experienced in the network during the established state.
There are two main changes that need to be made to add ECN to TCP to
an end system and one extension to a router running RED.
1. In the connection setup phase, the source and destination TCPs
have to exchange information about their desire and/or capability to
use ECN. This is done by setting both the ECN-Echo flag and the CWR
flag in the SYN packet of the initial connection phase by the sender;
on receipt of this SYN packet, the receiver will set the ECN-Echo
flag in the SYN-ACK response. Once this agreement has been reached,
the sender will thereon set the ECT bit in the IP header of data
packets for that flow, to indicate to the network that it is capable
and willing to participate in ECN. The ECT bit is set on all packets
other than pure ACK’s.
2. When a router has decided from its active queue management
mechanism, to drop or mark a packet, it checks the IP-ECT bit in the
packet header. It sets the CE bit in the IP header if the IP-ECT bit
is set. When such a packet reaches the receiver, the receiver
responds by setting the ECN-Echo flag (in the TCP header) in the next
outgoing ACK for the flow. The receiver will continue to do this in
subsequent ACKs until it receives from the sender an indication that
it (the sender) has responded to the congestion notification.
3. Upon receipt of this ACK, the sender triggers its congestion
avoidance algorithm by halving its congestion window, cwnd, and
updating its congestion window threshold value ssthresh. Once it has
taken these appropriate steps, the sender sets the CWR bit on the
next data outgoing packet to tell the receiver that it has reacted to
the (receiver’s) notification of congestion. The receiver reacts to
the CWR by halting the sending of the congestion notifications (ECE)
to the sender if there is no new congestion in the network.
Note that the sender reaction to the indication of congestion in the
network (when it receives an ACK packet that has the ECN-Echo flag
set) is equivalent to the Fast Retransmit/Recovery algorithm (when
there is a congestion loss) in NON-ECN-capable TCP i.e. the sender
halves the congestion window cwnd and reduces the slow start
threshold ssthresh. Fast Retransmit/Recovery is still available for
ECN capable stacks for responding to three duplicate acknowledgments.
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4. Experimental setup
For testing purposes we have added ECN to the Linux TCP/IP stack,
kernels version 2.0.32. 2.2.5, 2.3.43 (there were also earlier
revisions of 2.3 which were tested). The 2.0.32 implementation
conforms to RFC 2481 [7] for the end systems only. We have also
modified the code in the 2.1,2.2 and 2.3 cases for the router portion
as well as end system to conform to the RFC. An outdated version of
the 2.0 code is available at [18]. Note Linux version 2.0.32
implements TCP Reno congestion control while kernels >= 2.2.0 default
to New Reno but will opt for a SACK/FACK combo when the remote end
understands SACK. Our initial tests were carried out with the 2.0
kernel at the end system and 2.1 (pre 2.2) for the router part. The
majority of the test results here apply to the 2.0 tests. We did
repeat these tests on a different testbed (move from Pentium to
Pentium-II class machines)with faster machines for the 2.2 and 2.3
kernels, so the comparisons on the 2.0 and 2.2/3 are not relative.
We have updated this memo release to reflect the tests against SACK
and New Reno.
4.1. Testbed setup
-------| ECN |
| ECN |
| ON |
| OFF |
data direction ---->>
-------|
|
server
|
|
-------------|
|
|
|
| R1 |
| R2 |
|
|
|
| -----|
| ---- |
| ------------------------------ ^
-----|
^
|
|
----congestion point ___|
| C |
|
|
----The figure above shows our test setup.
All the physical links are 10Mbps ethernet. Using Class Based
Queuing (CBQ) [22], packets from the data server are constricted to a
1.5Mbps pipe at the router R1. Data is always retrieved from the
server towards the clients labelled , "ECN ON", "ECN OFF", and "C".
Since the pipe from the server is 10Mbps, this creates congestion at
the exit from the router towards the clients for competing flows. The
machines labeled "ECN ON" and "ECN OFF" are running the same version
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of Linux and have exactly the same hardware configuration. The server
is always ECN capable (and can handle NON ECN flows as well using the
standard congestion algorithms). The machine labeled "C" is used to
create congestion in the network. Router R2 acts as a path-delay
controller. With it we adjust the RTT the clients see. Router R1
has RED implemented in it and has capability for supporting ECN
flows. The path-delay router is a PC running the Nistnet [16]
package on a Linux platform. The latency of the link for the
experiments was set to be 20 millisecs.
4.2. Validating the Implementation
We spent time validating that the implementation was conformant to
the specification in RFC 2481. To do this, the popular tcpdump
sniffer [24] was modified to show the packets being marked. We
visually inspected tcpdump traces to validate the conformance to the
RFC under a lot of different scenarios. We also modified tcptrace
[25] in order to plot the marked packets for visualization and
analysis.
Both tcpdump and tcptrace revealed that the implementation was
conformant to the RFC.
4.3. Terminology used
This section presents background terminology used in the next few
sections.
* Congesting flows: These are TCP flows that are started in the
background so as to create congestion from R1 towards R2. We use the
laptop labeled "C" to introduce congesting flows. Note that "C" as is
the case with the other clients retrieves data from the server.
* Low, Moderate and High congestion: For the case of low congestion
we start two congesting flows in the background, for moderate
congestion we start five congesting flows and for the case of high
congestion we start ten congesting flows in the background.
* Competing flows: These are the flows that we are interested in.
They are either ECN TCP flows from/to "ECN ON" or NON ECN TCP flows
from/to "ECN OFF".
* Maximum drop rate: This is the RED parameter that sets the maximum
probability of a packet being marked at the router. This corresponds
to maxp as explained in Section 2.1.
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Our tests were repeated for varying levels of congestion with varying
maximum drop rates. The results are presented in the subsequent
sections.
* Low, Medium and High drop probability: We use the term low
probability to mean a drop probability maxp of 0.02, medium
probability for 0.2 and high probability for 0.5. We also
experimented with drop probabilities of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.3.
* Goodput: We define goodput as the effective data rate as observed
by the user, i.e., if we transmitted 4 data packets in which two of
them were retransmitted packets, the efficiency is 50% and the
resulting goodput is 2*packet size/time taken to transmit.
* RED Region: When the router’s average queue size is between minth
and maxth we denote that we are operating in the RED region.
4.4. RED parameter selection
In our initial testing we noticed that as we increase the number of
congesting flows the RED queue degenerates into a simple Tail Drop
queue. i.e. the average queue exceeds the maximum threshold most of
the times. Note that this phenomena has also been observed by [5]
who proposes a dynamic solution to alleviate it by adjusting the
packet dropping probability "maxp" based on the past history of the
average queue size. Hence, it is necessary that in the course of our
experiments the router operate in the RED region, i.e., we have to
make sure that the average queue is maintained between minth and
maxth. If this is not maintained, then the queue acts like a Tail
Drop queue and the advantages of ECN diminish. Our goal is to
validate ECN’s benefits when used with RED at the router. To ensure
that we were operating in the RED region we monitored the average
queue size and the actual queue size in times of low, moderate and
high congestion and fine-tuned the RED parameters such that the
average queue zones around the RED region before running the
experiment proper. Our results are, therefore, not influenced by
operating in the wrong RED region.
5. The Experiments
We start by making sure that the background flows do not bias our
results by computing the fairness index [12] in Section 5.1. We
proceed to carry out the experiments for bulk transfer presenting the
results and analysis in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3 the results for
transactional transfers along with analysis is presented. More
details on the experimental results can be found in [27].
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5.1. Fairness
In the course of the experiments we wanted to make sure that our
choice of the type of background flows does not bias the results that
we collect. Hence we carried out some tests initially with both ECN
and NON ECN flows as the background flows. We repeated the
experiments for different drop probabilities and calculated the
fairness index [12]. We also noticed (when there were equal number
of ECN and NON ECN flows) that the number of packets dropped for the
NON ECN flows was equal to the number of packets marked for the ECN
flows, showing thereby that the RED algorithm was fair to both kind
of flows.
Fairness index: The fairness index is a performance metric described
in [12]. Jain [12] postulates that the network is a multi-user
system, and derives a metric to see how fairly each user is treated.
He defines fairness as a function of the variability of throughput
across users. For a given set of user throughputs (x1, x2...xn), the
fairness index to the set is defined as follows:
f(x1,x2,.....,xn) = square((sum[i=1..n]xi))/(n*sum[i=1..n]square(xi))
The fairness index always lies between 0 and 1. A value of 1
indicates that all flows got exactly the same throughput. Each of
the tests was carried out 10 times to gain confidence in our results.
To compute the fairness index we used FTP to generate traffic.
Experiment details: At time t = 0 we start 2 NON ECN FTP sessions in
the background to create congestion. At time t=20 seconds we start
two competing flows. We note the throughput of all the flows in the
network and calculate the fairness index. The experiment was carried
out for various maximum drop probabilities and for various congestion
levels. The same procedure is repeated with the background flows as
ECN. The fairness index was fairly constant in both the cases when
the background flows were ECN and NON ECN indicating that there was
no bias when the background flows were either ECN or NON ECN.
Max
Drop
Prob

Fairness
With BG
flows ECN

Fairness
With BG
flows NON ECN

0.02
0.05
0.1
0.2

0.996888
0.995987
0.985403
0.979368

0.991946
0.988286
0.989726
0.983342
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With the observation that the nature of background flows does not
alter the results, we proceed by using the background flows as NON
ECN for the rest of the experiments.
5.2. Bulk transfers
The metric we chose for bulk transfer is end user throughput.
Experiment Details: All TCP flows used are RENO TCP. For the case of
low congestion we start 2 FTP flows in the background at time 0. Then
after about 20 seconds we start the competing flows, one data
transfer to the ECN machine and the second to the NON ECN machine.
The size of the file used is 20MB. For the case of moderate
congestion we start 5 FTP flows in the background and for the case of
high congestion we start 10 FTP flows in the background. We repeat
the experiments for various maximum drop rates each repeated for a
number of sets.
Observation and Analysis:
We make three key observations:
1) As the congestion level increases, the relative advantage for ECN
increases but the absolute advantage decreases (expected, since there
are more flows competing for the same link resource). ECN still does
better than NON ECN even under high congestion. Infering a sample
from the collected results: at maximum drop probability of 0.1, for
example, the relative advantage of ECN increases from 23% to 50% as
the congestion level increases from low to high.
2) Maintaining congestion
probability (MDP) reveals
increases with increasing
congestion as we vary the
relative advantage of ECN

levels and varying the maximum drop
that the relative advantage of ECN
MDP. As an example, for the case of high
drop probability from 0.02 to 0.5 the
increases from 10% to 60%.

3) There were hardly any retransmissions for ECN flows (except the
occasional packet drop in a minority of the tests for the case of
high congestion and low maximum drop probability).
We analyzed tcpdump traces for NON ECN with the help of tcptrace and
observed that there were hardly any retransmits due to timeouts.
(Retransmit due to timeouts are inferred by counting the number of 3
DUPACKS retransmit and subtracting them from the total recorded
number of retransmits). This means that over a long period of time
(as is the case of long bulk transfers), the data-driven loss
recovery mechanism of the Fast Retransmit/Recovery algorithm is very
effective. The algorithm for ECN on congestion notification from ECE
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is the same as that for a Fast Retransmit for NON ECN. Since both are
operating in the RED region, ECN barely gets any advantage over NON
ECN from the signaling (packet drop vs. marking).
It is clear, however, from the results that ECN flows benefit in bulk
transfers. We believe that the main advantage of ECN for bulk
transfers is that less time is spent recovering (whereas NON ECN
spends time retransmitting), and timeouts are avoided altogether.
[23] has shown that even with RED deployed, TCP RENO could suffer
from multiple packet drops within the same window of data, likely to
lead to multiple congestion reactions or timeouts (these problems are
alleviated by ECN). However, while TCP Reno has performance problems
with multiple packets dropped in a window of data, New Reno and SACK
have no such problems.
Thus, for scenarios with very high levels of congestion, the
advantages of ECN for TCP Reno flows could be more dramatic than the
advantages of ECN for NewReno or SACK flows. An important
observation to make from our results is that we do not notice
multiple drops within a single window of data. Thus, we would expect
that our results are not heavily influenced by Reno’s performance
problems with multiple packets dropped from a window of data. We
repeated these tests with ECN patched newer Linux kernels. As
mentioned earlier these kernels would use a SACK/FACK combo with a
fallback to New Reno. SACK can be selectively turned off (defaulting
to New Reno). Our results indicate that ECN still improves
performance for the bulk transfers. More results are available in the
pdf version[27]. As in 1) above, maintaining a maximum drop
probability of 0.1 and increasing the congestion level, it is
observed that ECN-SACK improves performance from about 5% at low
congestion to about 15% at high congestion. In the scenario where
high congestion is maintained and the maximum drop probability is
moved from 0.02 to 0.5, the relative advantage of ECN-SACK improves
from 10% to 40%. Although this numbers are lower than the ones
exhibited by Reno, they do reflect the improvement that ECN offers
even in the presence of robust recovery mechanisms such as SACK.
5.3. Transactional transfers
We model transactional transfers by sending a small request and
getting a response from a server before sending the next request. To
generate transactional transfer traffic we use Netperf [17] with the
CRR (Connect Request Response) option. As an example let us assume
that we are retrieving a small file of say 5 - 20 KB, then in effect
we send a small request to the server and the server responds by
sending us the file. The transaction is complete when we receive the
complete file. To gain confidence in our results we carry the
simulation for about one hour. For each test there are a few thousand
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of these requests and responses taking place. Although not exactly
modeling HTTP 1.0 traffic, where several concurrent sessions are
opened, Netperf-CRR is nevertheless a close approximation. Since
Netperf-CRR waits for one connection to complete before opening the
next one (0 think time), that single connection could be viewed as
the slowest response in the set of the opened concurrent sessions (in
HTTP). The transactional data sizes were selected based on [2] which
indicates that the average web transaction was around 8 - 10 KB; The
smaller (5KB) size was selected to guestimate the size of
transactional processing that may become prevalent with policy
management schemes in the diffserv [4] context. Using Netperf we are
able to initiate these kind of transactional transfers for a variable
length of time. The main metric of interest in this case is the
transaction rate, which is recorded by Netperf.
* Define Transaction rate as: The number of requests and complete
responses for a particular requested size that we are able to do per
second. For example if our request is of 1KB and the response is 5KB
then we define the transaction rate as the number of such complete
transactions that we can accomplish per second.
Experiment Details: Similar to the case of bulk transfers we start
the background FTP flows to introduce the congestion in the network
at time 0. About 20 seconds later we start the transactional
transfers and run each test for three minutes. We record the
transactions per second that are complete. We repeat the test for
about an hour and plot the various transactions per second, averaged
out over the runs. The experiment is repeated for various maximum
drop probabilities, file sizes and various levels of congestion.
Observation and Analysis
There are three key observations:
1) As congestion increases (with fixed drop probability) the relative
advantage for ECN increases (again the absolute advantage does not
increase since more flows are sharing the same bandwidth). For
example, from the results, if we consider the 5KB transactional flow,
as we increase the congestion from medium congestion (5 congesting
flows) to high congestion (10 congesting flows) for a maximum drop
probability of 0.1 the relative gain for ECN increases from 42% to
62%.
2) Maintaining the congestion level while adjusting the maximum drop
probability indicates that the relative advantage for ECN flows
increase. From the case of high congestion for the 5KB flow we
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observe that the number of transactions per second increases from 0.8
to 2.2 which corresponds to an increase in relative gain for ECN of
20% to 140%.
3) As the transactional data size increases, ECN’s advantage
diminishes because the probability of recovering from a Fast
Retransmit increases for NON ECN. ECN, therefore, has a huge
advantage as the transactional data size gets smaller as is observed
in the results. This can be explained by looking at TCP recovery
mechanisms. NON ECN in the short flows depends, for recovery, on
congestion signaling via receiving 3 duplicate ACKs, or worse by a
retransmit timer expiration, whereas ECN depends mostly on the TCPECE flag. This is by design in our experimental setup. [3] shows
that most of the TCP loss recovery in fact happens in timeouts for
short flows. The effectiveness of the Fast Retransmit/Recovery
algorithm is limited by the fact that there might not be enough data
in the pipe to elicit 3 duplicate ACKs. TCP RENO needs at least 4
outstanding packets to recover from losses without going into a
timeout. For 5KB (4 packets for MTU of 1500Bytes) a NON ECN flow will
always have to wait for a retransmit timeout if any of its packets
are lost. ( This timeout could only have been avoided if the flow had
used an initial window of four packets, and the first of the four
packets was the packet dropped). We repeated these experiments with
the kernels implementing SACK/FACK and New Reno algorithms. Our
observation was that there was hardly any difference with what we saw
with Reno. For example in the case of SACK-ECN enabling: maintaining
the maximum drop probability to 0.1 and increasing the congestion
level for the 5KB transaction we noticed that the relative gain for
the ECN enabled flows increases from 47-80%. If we maintain the
congestion level for the 5KB transactions and increase the maximum
drop probabilities instead, we notice that SACKs performance
increases from 15%-120%. It is fair to comment that the difference
in the testbeds (different machines, same topology) might have
contributed to the results; however, it is worth noting that the
relative advantage of the SACK-ECN is obvious.
6. Conclusion
ECN enhancements improve on both bulk and transactional TCP traffic.
The improvement is more obvious in short transactional type of flows
(popularly referred to as mice).
* Because less retransmits happen with ECN, it means less traffic on
the network. Although the relative amount of data retransmitted in
our case is small, the effect could be higher when there are more
contributing end systems. The absence of retransmits also implies an
improvement in the goodput. This becomes very important for scenarios
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where bandwidth is expensive such as in low bandwidth links. This
implies also that ECN lends itself well to applications that require
reliability but would prefer to avoid unnecessary retransmissions.
* The fact that ECN avoids timeouts by getting faster notification
(as opposed to traditional packet dropping inference from 3 duplicate
ACKs or, even worse, timeouts) implies less time is spent during
error recovery - this also improves goodput.
* ECN could be used to help in service differentiation where the end
user is able to "probe" for their target rate faster. Assured
forwarding [1] in the diffserv working group at the IETF proposes
using RED with varying drop probabilities as a service
differentiation mechanism. It is possible that multiple packets
within a single window in TCP RENO could be dropped even in the
presence of RED, likely leading into timeouts [23]. ECN end systems
ignore multiple notifications, which help in countering this scenario
resulting in improved goodput. The ECN end system also ends up
probing the network faster (to reach an optimal bandwidth). [23] also
notes that RENO is the most widely deployed TCP implementation today.
It is clear that the advent of policy management schemes introduces
new requirements for transactional type of applications, which
constitute a very short query and a response in the order of a few
packets. ECN provides advantages to transactional traffic as we have
shown in the experiments.
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